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V.I.Sichkarev, K.I.Zinchenko 

DEVELOPMENT  OF  WAVES’ PARAMETERS TAKING  METHODS 

IN SHIP'S CONDITIONS 

FBOU VPO «Novosibirsk state water transport academy» 

 

Development of ideas, methods, means and results of sea waves' parameters   

measuring onboard of the moving vessel, developed on chair of navigation NSWTA 

is considered. 

Sailing through the heavy sea remains to one of difficult vessel steering tasks for 

a number of reasons. Among which it is possible to allocate rolling with the big 

amplitude when changes in stability of a vessel and in a cargo condition begin. Thus 

vessel rolling is connected both with true parameters of sea waves, and with 

parameters of vessel movement. Therefore any change of a vessel movement 

parameters (a course or speed) lead to change of apparent parameters of sea waves 

and, accordingly, parameters of vessel rolling. Dependence of rolling parameters on 

parameters of sea waves has nonlinear character that in certain cases leads to high 

sensitivity of rolling from apparent parameters of sea waves. Especially sharply it is 

shown near to zones of resonant rolling. 

The technology of a vessel steering, practiced now at heavy sea, provides 

basically selection of optimum movement parameters by practical consideration. But 

in need of a course alteration it is necessary to represent in advance parameters of a 

vessel rolling on a new course that excludes possibility of empirical selection. In this 

case the arsenal of the navigator's decision choice is limited by theoretical methods, 

basically - estimations of a zone of the resonant or strengthened rolling realized in  

J.V.Remez diagrams or in a tabular kind in Nautical tables MT - 2000 on the basis of 

coincidence or affinity of own periods of a vessel rolling with the apparent period of 

waves. The more precisely set parameters of sea waves, the more precisely received 

result. It leads to necessity to estimate actual parameters of sea waves in the vessel 
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position at the moment of observation, understanding that from meteorology centers 

the information on sea waves cannot serve as adequate replacement of actual 

observation owing to a delay and absence in it to sufficient detailed elaboration. 

Meanwhile, tool measurement of sea waves parameters from a moving vessel is 

limited now only by measurement of the apparent period of the waves usually 

realized in the form of average value from several consecutive wave fluctuations. 

There are methods of recalculation of the executed measurements to the true periods 

of waves from which it is possible to pass at calculation of lengths of waves, and on 

the basis of statistical communications - and to heights of waves. Thus on each step 

of calculations accuracy is lost, especially at calculation of length and heights of 

waves.  

In 1993 V.I.Sichkaryev succeeded to find a way of measurement of wave length 

onboard the moving a vessel on measurement of a visible angle between two next 

wave peaks, fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1 - Essence of a way of wave length measurement on its visible angular 

size. 

For an estimation of distance to a measurement line the angle of its decrease 

from visible horizon is used. The method has been realized in the form of a 

wavemeter with two mobile rulers in which measurement of angular sizes is replaced 

by measurement of linear sizes at arm's length, fig. 2. 
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Figure 2 – Arrangement of a double-ruler wavemeter. 

1 - horizontal ruler with divisions; 

2 - vertical ruler with divisions; 

3 - crosspiece; 

4 - a plate; 

5 - measuring labels. 

It was found that the ratio of linear size of a decrease angle in a measuring line 

to linear size of an angle between waves peaks does not depend on length of an 

outstretched arm and can be used for definition of length of a wave under the 

formula, [1]: 

     
,e

в

г
l
l

=λ
                                                    (1) 

 

Where λ - the measured length of a wave; 

  e - height of an eye of the observer above sea level; 

  lг - readout of a horizontal ruler between directions on peaks of the next waves; 

  lв - readout of a vertical ruler between directions on visible horizon and a 

measuring line on peaks of waves. 

In December, 1993 onboard of a training vessel "Ivan Polzunov" in Japan sea a 

double-ruler wavemeter has been tested and the results coinciding with visually 

observed lengths of waves are received. 
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On irregular sea waves it was most convenient to observe well expressed, relief 

waves having the greatest steepness. There was naturally a question on 

representativeness of such measurements and of representation about statistical 

variety of irregular sea waves on reception by results of not numerous measurements. 

For studying of this question in November and December, 1996 onboard the m/v 

"Ivan Polzunov" with participation of the cadets who are passing on a vessel 

navigation training, have been organized group wavemeter observations accompanied 

by a visual estimation of wave length and observation of the apparent period of a 

wave with its recalculation in true period and with the subsequent calculation on the 

true period of a wave length under the theoretical hydrodynamic formula 

     
( ) ,
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2

π
τ

τλ иg
=

                                       (2) 

Where τu - the true period of a wave; 

   λ(τ) - calculated length of a wave. 
 

In [2] results of these observation the conclusion is compared and drawn on the 

good coordination visual and wavemeter observations of the same most relief waves. 

Comparison to calculated waves lengths under the formula (2) has shown that it gives 

essentially overrated result. This formula is received for conditions of regular waves; 

for irregular waves in shipbuilding to this formula the correction factor 78,0=k , and 

in oceanographic researches 3/2=k  is entered. With the account of oceanographic 

factor calculated length of a wave  
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and recalculated according to (3) waves lengths will well be co-ordinated with 

visual and wavemeter. Thus it has been shown that wavemeter observations are well-

founded and capable to state a correct estimation to really observed waves lengths. 

In [3] statistical processing of the observation executed in 1996 is carried out. 

Security calculation of observed lengths of waves on Weibull distribution 
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has shown possibility of association of supervision in one set for which the 

normalized histogram is constructed. In the field of the basic maximum: 1/ =λλ , in 

the field of a secondary maximum: 7,0/ =λλ . The area of the basic maximum is 

well enough approximated by the normal distribution law of probability density. 

The statistical analysis has allowed to draw following conclusions. 

1. The Most probable wavemeter measurements give average length of a wave. 

2. The average length of the most abrupt, relief waves convenient for 

measurement by a wavemeter, coincides with average length of waves of a 

wave field of the given water area. 

3. Carrying out a series at 10-20 measurements of real waves, it is possible to 

receive the average length of the wave roughly characterizing the given wave 

field that allows to establish on the basis of Weibull distribution connection 

between any set length of a wave and its probability. It allows to pass to 

probabilistic estimations of problems of sailing at heavy sea. 

For the purpose of profound check of the made conclusions in September, 1999 

onboard of m/v "Ivan Polzunov" in sea of Japan wavemeter observations of waves 

lengths by group of 7 persons and visual observation of the same waves by other 

group of 7 persons are carried out. For acknowledgement of objectivity of 

observation results they have been dated for the Greenwich term of GMT 00.00 for 

the purpose of definition of synoptic process type in navigation area, and also the 

special video shooting of the screen of ship radar "Nayada-5" on a range scale of 0,5 

miles with the switched off suppression of a flare from waves, the maximum gain of 

the receiver and the maximum brightness of a flare, [4] is spent. It has allowed to 

receive on video shots sufficient brightness of a wave flare in a zone of intensive 

afterglow. Distances on a video shot were defined on range rings on radar screen.  

Processing of video shots with various brightness has allowed to reveal features 

of a video shooting of a wave field on radar screen: at brightness increase more and 
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more short waves register, including formed on surface of longer waves which longer 

remain on the video image at reduction of its brightness. 

Comparison visual, wavemeter and radar measurements has confirmed their 

mutual coordination and has simultaneously revealed the big possibilities of radar 

observations for an estimation of waves parameters. 

Positive experience of application of a wavemeter for an estimation of waves 

lengths has urged on improvement of a goniometric way in a direction of 

simultaneous measurement of lengths and heights of waves. In [5] V.I.Sichkaryev 

offered triple-ruler wavemeter, fig. 3, by an action principle similar to double-ruler 

one, but allowing between two horizontal rulers to arrange visible angular size of 

height of a wave from its foot to peak. 

On gaugings of rulers the length and wave height is defined under formulas  

,e;e
a
ch

a
l

==λ
       (5) 

Where e - height of an eye of the observer above sea level; 

   l - readout of a horizontal ruler between two peaks of waves; 

 a - readout of a vertical ruler from horizon to a line of measurement of 

distance between peaks; 

 b - readout of a vertical ruler from horizon to a tangent to a wave foot; 

 c = b-a - a difference of readout of a vertical ruler between lines of peak and a 

wave foot. 
 

 

 

Figure 3 - Arrangement of the triple-ruler wavemeter. 
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 1 - basic horizontal ruler; 

 2 - vertical ruler; 

 3, 5 - crosspiece; 

 4 - additional horizontal ruler; 

 6 - imagined cut of a wave shape in the area of measurement. 

The first check of the orthogonal-ruler length and height wavemeter (OLV) in 

sea conditions by the cargo ship is executed by V.K.Lubkovsky, [6]. He used OLV as 

for separate definition of heights and lengths of waves, and for the joint. Radar screen 

pictures have been used for objective estimation of a statistical picture of a wave field 

[7]. He received the big statistics of wavemeter observations which has completely 

confirmed earlier drawn conclusions about OLV using. 

Marking the big labour input of manual processing of a radar screen pictures of 

a wave field, V.K.Lubkovsky has simultaneously tested a way of photographing of a 

wave field through a framework, assuming to receive further wave elements on  OLV 

method, but carrying out necessary measurements on a picture. This work was 

finished by K.I.Zinchenko, using for processing the pictures corresponding to 

requirements of photoregistration of sea waves, and applying to their processing 

graphic editor Adobe Photoshop. 

The basic requirements to waves photoregistration are reduced to a choice of an 

abrupt relief wave; to a wave location: close enough to a vessel, but out of a zone of  

ship waves influence; to clearness of visible horizon; to a choice of the moment of 

shooting: when the optical axis of an objective lies in the vertical plane parallel to 

front of a wave and passing through a foot of a wave. 

For selection of pictures, videorecordings in Strait of Tartary of Japan sea, made 

by A.P.Markin are used. By means of the graphic editor on the screen horizontal and 

vertical rulers are deduced and the image is rotated that on corresponding scales 

allows to take the necessary measurements for calculation of heights and lengths of 

waves under formulas (5). The comparative estimation is carried out on visually 

certain condition of a surface of the sea on which on the basis of statistical 

estimations known in oceanography are received average speed of a wind, average 
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height and length of waves. Comparing the parameters of waves received on pictures 

with estimated on a condition of a surface of the sea and using Weibull distribution 

for lengths and heights of waves for an estimation of probability of the waves 

parameters received on photos, it was possible to establish that waves on the chosen 

pictures have probability about 1 %. 

By results of work with pictures the conclusion is drawn on an acceptability of a 

method of waves photoregistration for an estimation of its parameters; about 

convenience of performance of measurements; about fast enough reception of heights 

and lengths of waves. At the same time lacks of a method of photoregistration were 

found out also: high sensitivity of a method to accuracy of measurement of vertical 

distances; difficulty of mental drawing of a plane secant for revealing of a wave foot 

point in a place of measurement of its height. It is possible to explain last 

circumstance to that in natural observation, binocular vision creates stereo effect 

which without special work allows to plan on a spatial wave a corresponding point of 

a foot for shifting of the lower ruler. The picture is deprived stereo effect, and the 

necessary point of a foot manages to be found only to indirect signs, such as strips of 

foam from crests of waves, secondary waves on a surface of measured large waves, 

etc. Therefore the way of photoregistration demands additional technical searches and 

decisions for elimination of noted lack. 

Big pictures informativity of the radar image of a wave surface stimulated 

search of new methods of processing for reception of additional waves parameters. 

V.I. Sichkaryev in [9] succeeded to connect various width of a flare of a wave on 

radar screen with height of a wave and to receive the formula 

( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )λλπλ

λ
/1/2cos11/

/1e2
xxD

xh
−+−⋅−

−⋅
=

,    (6) 

where h - wave height;  

x - width of a strip of a flare;  

e - height of installation of aerial above the sea level;  

D - distance from the aerial to a considered wave;  

λ - length of a wave as distance between the next peaks. 
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This method is tested by manual processing of pictures of radar screen made by 

V.K. Lubkovsky. The executed work has allowed to reveal and eliminate some 

technological obstacles that as a result has allowed to draw a conclusion on an 

acceptability of a flare width measurement method on radar screen for an estimation 

of waves heights in the research purposes because of labour input of manual 

processing. 

However, K.I. Zinchenko succeeded to find methods of computer processing of 

a radar screen picture, allowing essentially to lower labour input of work and thus to 

receive the additional information on sea waves, which difficult to obtain at manual 

processing of pictures, [10]. 

For processing of pictures the image analysis program  Altami Studio is used. 

The program carries out automatic recognition of object (in this case - recognition of 

a flare of waves on radar screen), it contour imaging, calculation of some parameters  

of contoured objects, fig. 4. 

The program allows to carry out some plottings in a semi-automatic mode and to 

do on them gaugings, fig. 5. 
 

 

 

Figure 4. A fragment of a photo of radar screen with contoured flare of waves 

and with the noises brought by the captured fragment of a range ring. 

Fig. 5. Additional plottings on contoured objects in the arrow forms of white 

and black colour corresponding to length of a wave and width of a flare from waves. 
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Besides, possibility of automatic performance of statistical results processing, 

including in dialogue with the operator is provided. 

Using photos made by V.K. Lubkovsky, K.I. Zinchenko has applied to them 

program possibilities of Altami Studio and has received distribution histograms of 

waves lengths with various step, and also histograms of distribution of waves heights. 

Possibility of a dialogue histograms step variation has allowed to find out easily a 

multimodality of waves lengths and heights distribution. 

However, separate estimations of received statistics yielded the overrated result 

on lengths of waves and the underrated result on heights of waves. These differences 

should be attributed to features of automatic recognition and contour of wave objects, 

therefore basically they can be considered insertion of correction factors. As 

parameters of the actual waves represented in pictures of V.K.Lubkovsky, were 

known, such factors have been calculated: 

− for lengths of waves k = 0,73; 

− for heights of waves k = 2,89. 

Thus, the tendency to automation of the measurements processing operations 

which are carried out by the automated means (ship's radar) was outlined in a 

question on measurement of sea waves parameters onboard the moving vessel. That 

opens essential prospects in increase of safety of sailing at heavy sea. 
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The classification of factors influencing the efficiency of logistics distribution 

centers. These factors are the basis for the complex methods for selecting locations 

for logistic centers, including methods of analysis of hierarchies that are system-

dynamic and discrete-event simulation modeling. 

 Key words: logistics, distribution centre, accommodation, factors, the method 

of analysis of hierarchies, simulation. 

Development of market relations, the benefits and risks associated with Russia's 

entry into the WTO, and the effects of the global economic crisis is forcing domestic 

companies look for different ways to improve efficiency. One promising direction to 

increase the quality of logistics services and optimization of transport and storage 

costs in the logistics recognized the formation of integrated supply chains with a 

distribution and service center (RC), or the [1, 7]. RC - multimodal terminal and 

logistics center with well-developed transport and storage infrastructure, 

harmonization of logistic procedures [2]. 

In Western Europe, there are a number of examples of successful projects and 

developing distribution centers [5, 8, 9]. In Russia, a world leader in the share of 

trade in GDP, the most actively developed distribution logistics companies, industry 

representatives consumer goods. 

The use of high technology, automated warehouse technology, coupled with the 

coordination of all processes through the use of information systems contribute to the 
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effective implementation of distribution centers problems of concentration and 

processing of material flows [1]. 

Independently of the option selected organizations RC (build, lease or service 

logistics providers), the most important task in the design phase of the logistics 

infrastructure is the choice of the place (s) of sound placement (dislocation) RC. Lack 

of attention to the problem of management of the company location choices can lead 

to unnecessary investment costs (capital expenditure), and substantially reduce the 

effectiveness of the continued functioning of the logistics system, increase operating 

costs. 

The location of the RC - one of the most significant parameters of an advanced 

distribution company, as affects the efficiency of future operations and is associated 

with a large amount of investment. [6] For this type of real estate developer siting 

future RC also has a high importance, due to the necessity of selling at the highest 

price, which will largely depend on the successful arrangement of RC. 

Existing concepts and methods of siting logistics facilities offer a selection of 

conduct, focusing on the macro-and micro-economic prospects. However, most of 

them take into account only a single factor or enlarged parameters influencing the 

choice of the preferred location of RC [2, 7], which is not enough to solve the 

problem with a significant in today Multicriteria nonlinear dynamic environment. 

Therefore, the deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the problem of 

choosing and influencing factors present in Management (experts) of the company, 

the more likely develop strategically sound management decisions. 

The basis of the approach proposed by the authors is the system flow, 

geographic, infrastructural, economic and geographic, political, and economic factors 

(parameter values) [4] that influence selection of accommodation RC (Table 1), the 

development of which is taken into account: 

− study the properties of logistic flows; 

− ideas of modern economic geography and logistics; 

− research the funds raised; 
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Table 1 

The properties of the factors that influence the choice of the location of the RC, 

depending on the subject-level management 

Group Factors 
(parameters) Description Formula 

Property of the selected 
          management level 

(planning) 
Ope
rati
ve 

Tac
tical 

Strategical 

I II III 

St
re

am
in

g 

1. Route flow (way, M
) 

The sequence of the supply chain (the vertices of the transport network, the 
graph) with the coordinates yx, , which is passed over in the process of moving 
from the starting point to the destination of the chain. 

{ ),(),...,,(),...,,( 11 nnii yxyxyxM
 

     

2. The length of the 
route (path, L ) 

The total distance (the sum of the lengths of the vectors n  that make up the 
route) traveled by the flow element during route. Or the cost of resources required to 
advance element of the flow on the route. 

∑
=

−− −+−=
n

i
iiii yyxxL

1
1(

2
)1( ()(

 
     

3. Time of flow (T ) 

Average, for a certain number of measurements ( измn ),the total time spent 

on the promotion element of the flow path from the starting point ( вход
it )  to the end 

( выход
it ) изм

n

i

вход
i

выход
i

n

tt
T

изм

∑
=

−
= 1

)(
      

4. Flow rate 
(ϑ ) 

The ratio of the length of the route at the time of the movement element of 
the flow route T

L
=ϑ       

5. Weight (number) of 
the flow ( m ) 

Average (for the billing period), the total weight (number) flow elements n  
that are in motion on the route. For example, depends on the characteristics of the 
applied PS (capacity), the properties of the goods (differentiability, density, etc.) n

m
m

n

i
i∑

== 1  
     

6. Intensity rate  ( I ) 
The number of work items that pass through the section of the channel 

(communication) per unit time. Calculated as the ratio of the mass flow at the time of 
the flow T

mI =       

7. Rate of flow 
( P ) 

The product of the intensity of the flow on its speed ϑ⋅= IP       

8. The momentum flux (

пQ ) 
Product of the mass (number) of the flow on the length of the route (path) of 

its movement (transportation work) LmQп ⋅=       

9. The average time 
interval between the 
elements of the 

10. stream ( элt∆ ) 

The ratio of the flow of time on the route to the number of threads 
m
Ttэл =∆       
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Table continued 1 

G

roup 

Factors 
(paramete
rs) 

Description Formula 

Property of the selected 
          management level 

(planning) 

Oper
ative 

Tacti
cal 

Strategical 

I II III 

St
re

am
in

g 

11. Discrete flow 
coefficient  (

дискрk ) 
The ratio of the average time interval between the elements of the stream to 

the minimum non-zero value of the interval in which the flow is continuous (
0min >∆t ) 

mint
tk эл

дискр ∆
∆

=       

12. Irregular flow 
coefficient ( нерегk ) 

The ratio of non-average time interval between the elements of the stream (

элtинтn ∆≠
)to the total number of intervals ( интn )for the billing period. In other 

words, the coefficient of irregularity - it is likely to discard the values of time 
intervals between the elements of the flow from the average (expectation) of the 
interval 

инт

tинт
нерег n

n
k эл∆≠=       

13. Coefficient of non-
uniformity (variation, 
variation - V) flow (

неравнk ) 

The ratio of the standard deviation of the flux intensity to expected intensity 
for the billing period shows which borders (the share of the average) can change the 
value of the intensity of the flow. ][IM

k I
неравн

σ
=       

14. Instability of the flow 
coefficient ( нестабk ) 

The ratio of maximum deviation of any of the flow parameters considered 
here  (

maxП )of the value at the beginning of the billing period (
0П ) to its original 

value  (
0П ). 0

0max

П
ППkнестаб

−
=       

15. Rhythmic flow 
coefficient ( ритмичk ) 

Calculated as the difference between the units (100%) and the coefficient of 

variation ( планQ Q
тр

σ )of the flow with respect to the planned value (the 

average percentage deviations of the transport activity of the planned value) over 
several accounting periods. план

Q
ритмич Q

k тр
σ

−=1       

16. Periodic flow 
coefficient ( перk ) 

Describes the patterns of change of mass (amount) of the flow. The study carried out 
by methods of periodicity of time series analysis: 

− multiplicative time series model - the ratio of the product of the levels of regular 
components of the time series (trend, seasonal and cyclical components of) (

∏
=

n

i

рег
урi

1

),to the number of levels belonging to the random component ( случ
урn );  

− the additive time series model - the difference between the sum of the number of 
levels and the number of regular components levels belonging to the random 
component 

случ
ур

n

i

рег
ур

мульт
пер n

i
k

∏
== 1  

 

случ
ур

n

i

рег
ур

аддит
пер nik −= ∑

=1
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Table continued 1 

G
roup 

Factors 
(paramete
rs) 

Description Formula 

Property of the selected 
          management level 

(planning) 

Oper
ative 

Tacti
cal 

Strategical 

I II III 

St
re

am
in

g 

17. The coefficient of  
complication flow (

сложk ) 

Shows the ratio of jet stream, depending on the number of the generated 
flow. Determined in accordance with the empirical Pareto principle as the ratio of jet 
stream, the total amount of current which is 20% of the total flow ( Qп

струйn %20 ),among 

the jet stream, which account for 80% of the flow ( Qп
струйn %80 ). 

Qп
струй

Qп
струй

слож n
n

k %80

%20

=  
     

18. Differentiability of 
the flow coefficient 

19. (
тидифk −

) 
The ratio of jet stream at the destination logistics chain ( ),( nn yx

струйn )to the 

number of jets in the initial point ( ),( 11 yx
струйn ). ),(

),(

11 yx
струй

yx
струй

тидиф n
n

k
nn

=−       

20. Order flow 
coefficient ( упорядk ) 

The ratio of the average rate for the largest number of jet flow ( in ),with the 

same speed iϑ ,to the total number of jets logistics flow ( n ). L – the number of 
values of the velocities of the individual jets in the flow. n

n
k

Li

i i
Li

i ii
упоряд

)/()(
11 ∑∑ =

=

=

==
ϑϑ

      

21. Ratio of control of 
material flow (flow 
of services or cash 
flow) 

22. ( тиупрk −
) 

The ratio of the flow of information, elements of which are reported 

qualitative performance management teams (
качQ )to control the amount of 

information flow ( Q ) (number of information and control messages). To assess the 
quality of performance management teams can be used a set of techniques based on 
normalizing the presented indicators of logistics flows and determine the degree of 
achievement of those targets. To improve the accuracy of the calculation of the 
appropriate amount of control of information flow adjusted to the amount of 
information in each message, depending on the probability and, consequently, the 
complexity of a management situation. 

инф

кач
инф

тиупр Q
Q

k =−       

G
eo

gr
ap

hi
c 

(n
at

ur
al

) 

1. Relief and 
recreational terrain 

Aggregate roughness sushi bottom of oceans and seas, a variety of shape, 
size, origin, age and history of development. Consists of the positive (convex) and 
negative (concave) forms. For example, in a "difficult" terrain (mountains, swamps, 
etc.) the rise in the cost of construction of a similar facility, built on a solid flat 
ground, seismic activity area increases the risk of unexpected interruption of the RC 
and the difficulties on the sidings. Development prospects are also more favorable for 
the site with a "simple" relief. 

−      

2. Climate 
The average value of weather over a long period of time (a few decades). 

Climatic characteristics of the area where you want accommodation RC, affect the 
stability of its operation (cold, rain, snow, ice conditions, wind, etc.). 

−      
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Table continued 1 

G
roup 

Factors 
(paramete
rs) 

Description Formula 

Property of the selected 
          management level 

(planning) 

Oper
ative 

Tacti
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Strategical 

I II III 

G
eo

gr
ap
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c 

(n
at

ur
al

) 3. Availability of the 
World Ocean 

Determined by the placement of coastal RC, has great strategic importance 
when using RC, located in an area of large-scale foreign trade participants, increases 
the degree of "multimodal" RC. 

 

−      

4. Availability of inland 
waterways 

Is the location of the RC in a place suitable for river navigation is of 
strategic importance because can handle loads using the optional form of transport, 
and increases the degree of "multimodal" RC. 

 

−      

5. Removing objects 
from each other 

The minimum distance from the suppliers (stocks) of RC and RC to the 
points of consumption (warehouses). −      

In
fr

as
tru

ct
ur

e 

1. The density of the 
transport network 

2. (
sd , км/км²) 

The ratio of the total length of operational regional transport network ( эL )to 
the area of its territory ( S ).This indicator should be assessed for the different modes 
separately (truck and train ), depending on the intended processes of RC. Region with 
a dense transport network both road and rail transport, will be more attractive in the 
region, has a high value of this index for a single mode of transport. 

S
Ld э

s =       

3. The capacity of the 
supply chain area (

..СП ) 

The number of work items (car, trailer, train, boat, etc.) (
maxn ),which can 

pass area per unit time ( едT )in one or two directions.   едT
nСП

max

.. =       

4. Container depots ( E
) 

Product of the area that can be used under the direct storage of cargo and 
unit load per unit area that shows the amount of cargo that can be a time in the 
warehouse. Must provide the required amount of cargo storage, depending on the 
needs of the market, the level of service provided in RC and applied schemes of work 
(day, every day.) 

tc qFE ⋅=       

5. Processing capacity (
..СПер )of freight 

arrangements 

Ratio of the volume of goods that is able to process equipment RC, unit of 
time. Depending on the adopted technology integrated mechanization and automation 
of the warehouse, such equipment can be: bridge cranes, gantry cranes, stacker 
cranes, container cranes, various types of trucks, trailers, etc. In other words -  it is 
the intensity of the processed mechanisms RC flow. едT

mСПер
max

.. =
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G
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Factors 
(paramete
rs) 

Description Formula 

Property of the selected 
          management level 

(planning) 
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Tacti
cal 

Strategical 

I II III 

In
fr

as
tru

ct
ur

e 6. Coefficient of power 

reserve ( резk
) 

The availability of reserves (free space for storage of 
equipment and accessories, industrial reserves) increase the capacity of 

the RC (
maxI∆ ),correlated with the plan to increase the amount of 

processing (
планI∆ ). Power RC is limited to that of the "bottleneck" of 

the element (storage, tap, etc.). An additional advantage is the presence 
or the prospect of a container yard in the RC. 

планрез I
Ik

∆
∆

=
max

      

7. Adequate availability 
of energy resources 
(energy balance) (GJ) 
and coefficient of 

useful ( эипк ... ) 

Matters to ensure the stable operation of equipment and 
machinery RC. MSRP for the construction project has a value of the 
energy that can be brought to the subject. The efficiency of energy use 
is important when choosing a finished project, is defined as the ratio of 

the total useful energy used in the RC (
расх

полезВ )to the total amount of 

energy consumed, based on its initial (
расхВ∑ ). 

расх

расх
полез

э В
Випк

∑

=...       

Ec
on

om
ic

 a
nd

 g
eo

gr
ap

hi
c 

1. Specific GRP in the 
region and the 
neighboring regions 

Specific GRP in the region and the neighboring regions. Gross 
regional product measures the gross value added is calculated by the 
ratio of total gross output (ВВП) in the region from which the excluded 
volume of its intermediate consumption (ПП), to the number of people 

in the region ( населN ). 
насел

насел N
ППВВПNВРП −

=       

2. Specific level (УИ) 
and the structure of 
capital investments in 
the region and the 
neighboring regions 

The ratio of investment in fixed assets ( инвестV )to the number 

of population of the region ( населN ). Characterizes the investment 
climate and the level of investment activity in the region, ie the volume 
and composition of investments by type and direction of use. Must be 
evaluated to identify the long-term prospects of the regions served by 
the RC. 

насел

инвест

N
VУИ =       

3. Specific volume of 
industrial production 
or turnover in 
wholesale and retail 
trade in the region 
and neighboring 
regions 

Ratio of the volume of industrial production (trade volume) to 
the number of population of the region. This factor should be 
considered, depending on the specialization of the RC relative market 
(retail, wholesale, or industry). 

насел

вапрпром

N
V

ОПП −= .
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   End of table 1 

G
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Factors 
(paramete
rs) 

Description Formula 

Property of the selected 
          management level 

(planning) 

Oper
ative 
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cal 

Strategical 

I II III 

Ec
on

om
ic

 
an

d 
ge

og
ra

ph
ic

 4. The level of demand 
in the serviced areas 
(D) 

Number of products (products of the company), processed in the RC, which 
can be implemented in the region and the neighboring regions in a given period in the 
market at the current price level, and the prospects of change. 

−      

5. The presence of 
competitors 

The volume of supply competitors of similar products or market share of the 
company in the regions, which are planned to serve with RC. 

 
−      

6. Population 
Involved in the calculation of the above parameters. It is also necessary to 

assess whether the region of skilled labor that can provide the required RC staff 
 

−      

7. The cost of capital 
and access to credit 

Shows the extent of the financial institutions in the region, stimulating trade. 
 
 

−      

Po
li

tic
al

 1. Details of the 
legislation 

To consider the possible costs associated with the peculiarities of the 
regional legislation at both the construction and operational phase RC, administrative 
constraints of doing business. 

−      

2. Tax structure and tax 
benefits provided Possible stimulating action on the part of federal and regional authorities. −      

3. Domestic policy of 
the company Budget, accounting, personnel, pricing policies, etc. −      

Ec
on

om
ic

al
 

1. Capital and operating 
costs 

The magnitude of these costs is appropriate to take into account when 
assessing a case of buying or building your own RC. −      

2. Rental price (if any), 
the cost of storage 
and handling 

Evaluated, when the company plans to not include the purchase or 
construction of its own RC and plan for warehouse, platforms, etc. MSRP for the 
organization. The value of this indicator depends, for example, the level of 
development of the transport, storage and supporting infrastructure leased object. 

 
−      

3. Transportation costs 
Delivery costs from suppliers as the RC and from RC to consumers depends 

on the distance traveled (geography), the mode of transport (infrastructure) and the 
type of cargo (stream). 

−      

4. The value of payroll 
Depends largely on the level of development of the region and of the 

average wage (economic and geographic factors), as well as the policy of motivation 
that exists in the company of (political) 

−      

5. Indicators of 
economic evaluation 
of the project 

The payback period (PBP);  
Account profitability (ARR);); 
Net present value (NPV);); 
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 
Profitability Index (PI) 

For the calculation used commonly 
methods      
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− criteria developed by various rating agencies to assess the attractiveness of cities 

for business. 

Sequence of groups of factors listed in Table 1, does not reflect the order of their 

value and importance. In addition, only a comprehensive account of these factors will 

allow for an adequate assessment of accommodation on the effectiveness of RC 

continued functioning logistics system. However, the more detailed the factors, the 

more difficult to assess their cumulative impact, but the better choice can be made. 

Assessment, if possible, the effect of each factor is essential for the need for more 

objective decision. One should not forget that the different classifications, adapted to 

the required solutions are a combination of factors, with properties as a parameter (C) 

and variable (x) depending on the level of management (planning horizon, temporal 

perspective of the project, at the current management of the company) for which the 

score of operational, tactical and strategic. Parameter does not change the original 

value during the evaluation period, and the variable - changes [5]. 

A generalized methodology for selecting the location of the distribution center 

(s) proposed by the authors, implies to: 

1. Certain areas (points) RC dislocation at the strategic level of management, ie 

making the decision that will affect the long-term prospects for effective distribution.  

At this stage it is necessary to solve the following problems: a) eliminate 

wasteful strategically Accommodation (individual regions or municipalities) using 

the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [4, 5], and b) execute a strategic assessment of 

suitable accommodation options for system dynamics model [10], which explains the 

cause and effect of forming company's cash flow from the perspective of long-term 

development in the case of placing RC in a certain place. 

2. Choice on a tactical level management of a facility or a specific site for the 

construction of a technology for RC and his work, that is, making the decision that 

will affect the efficiency of distribution in the short and medium term. 

At this stage, with the help of experiments on a discrete-event model [5], the 

variants functioning supply chain with the given parameters of its elements and 

flows. 
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The combination of expert analytic hierarchy and simulation, using as a data 

structure designed system factors, aimed at improving the accuracy of the decision of 

the location of logistics distribution center. 
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Muravev D.S. 

FEATURES TRANSPORT SERVICE SMELTERS COMBINED ROAD 

AND SEA TRANSPORT (for example MMK Metallurji, Iskenderun, Turkey) 

Magnitogorsk State Technical University named after G.I. Nosov, 

Magnitogorsk, ave.Lenina 38, 455000 

Features transport service smelters combined road and sea transport are 

presented. 

Key words: sea port, dry port, transport service, steel company. 

Maritime transport plays an important role in the Russian economy (fig.1) [9], 

through its main advantage - the lowest cost compared to other modes of transport 

(excluding pipelines). At present, the maritime transport accounts for 60-67% of 

global turnover [8].  
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Fig. 1. Dynamics maritime transport to Russia 

Given the growth of the transport component in the price of products 

Metallurgical enterprises, the urgent problem of the transfer of metallurgical facilities 

in place with the potential to transport services such enterprises by sea. The number 

of steel companies serviced by sea, becomes greater. For example, in Latvia its 

Liepaja Metallurgical Plant [3], in Ukraine - Donetsk and Mariupol plants [4], in 

Russia – Kaliningrad and Taganrog plants [5], in Turkey - Istanbul [6], in Spain - 

plants in Valencia and Cartagena. [7] In (Table 1) shows the leading countries in steel 

production. [10] 

 

Table 1 

The annual steel production by country 
Country Steel 

production, million 
tons 

Country Steel 
production, million 

tons 
1.China 100 6. The Republic 

of Korea 
35 

2.Japan 98 7.Italy 25 
3.USA 95 8.Ukraine 25 
4.Russia 45 9.Brazil 25 
5.Germany 37 10.India 20 

The world's largest exporters of 

steel (mainly in the form of rolled 

products and pipes) are Japan, Germany, 

the Benelux countries, France, Italy, 

Great Britain and South Korea. Handling 

of metal in these countries is mainly in 
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seaports. Predominant cargo in the ports of these countries is just metal products, is 

30 to 40% of the total gruzope-refining. If the products are shipped smelter directly to 

rail, then to the end user it is delivered by sea, as it happens, for example, the export 

of metal Russia's largest metallurgical - Magnitogorsk, Cherepovets, Novolipetsk and 

Novokuznetsk. Revealing in terms of the organization of transport services 

metallurgical sea transport is the recently launched into operation a plant "MMK 

Metallurji» in Iskenderun, Turkey. [2] All traffic flows of processing sea port in the 

immediate vicinity of the plant (Fig. 2).  Transportation between the port and shops 

(stores) of the enterprise carried out by road. 

 The rolling stock includes tractors of different brands of trailers and flatbed 

trucks. Delivery of the main raw material companies - scrap metal - the site for its 

storage capacity of 70 thousand tons produced dump «KAMAG» capacity up to 300 

tons (Fig. 3).  

Fig. 2. Location of the plant "MMK Metallurji» 

 The basic machinery of the enterprise are:-mill with casting-rolling unit, the 

unit is a continuous hot-dip galvanizing, 

color coating line, pickling line, the cold 

mill rolling. The plant produces metal 

profiles, sheets, rolls. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Flatbed truck «KAMAG»

                           

Analysis of the dynamics of production, shipment of finished products and the 

intensity of the arrival of raw materials showed high irregularity of input and output 

material flows. This is due mainly to the fact that the company is currently in the 

stage of development of production chains, so that there are frequent crashes. In 

addition, fluctuations in the price of scrap metal and electricity also cause irregular 

operating capacity. 
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In such circumstances, the "MMK Metallurji» apply rational method of transport 

services, based on the outsourcing of transport between the port and steel plant. All 

rolling stock, engaged in the transportation of cargo outside the enterprise, is owned 

by several transport companies engaged in the organization of transport and technical 

manual. This solution allows to minimize transportation costs based on the flexible 

use of the car park. Despite the fact that transport companies not part of the "MMK 

Metallurji», having a single technological processes of production and operation of 

the main port ensures punctuality loading and unloading of vessels and high quality 

freight traffic on this site. Sea Port "MMK Metallurji» provides monthly turnover of 

450 tons and can cater for up to 65 ships a month. The main parameters of the port: 

1500 m, width 42 m, length of the pier - 1800 m port is equipped with 10 cranes and 

excavators 5. Mode - three-shift by four brigade. The average processing capacity of 

the port - one vessel capacity 5,000 tons during the two days. The restriction is the 

number of cars on the line. Therefore, the need to increase the intensity of cargo 

operations in the port transport companies enough to increase this number. 

Dock port can receive up to 8 ships. In the case when it comes to receiving and 

processing a greater number of ships, shipping companies can leverage the power of 

two additional ports are also located in the city of Iskenderun. From the point of view 

of the port "MMK Metallurji» these two additional ports act as a "dry" ports [1], 

serving the needs of uniform vessel maintenance and promotion of external freight 

company. 

Thus, consideration of a transport service smelter combined maritime and road 

transport has shown that the construction of the plant "MMK Metallurji» was chosen 

as an effective scheme of transport service, which allows flexibility to respond to 

changes in the intensity of external freight company and to exercise such control with 

minimal effort. 
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The international legislation requires, that every vessel is to be registered in 

some country. A country were a vessel is registered, is named Flag State. There are 

"national", "international" and "open" registers. 

"National" registers serve vessel owners - residents of the same country. Such 

registers are based in countries like Ukraine, China, Greece, Italy, France, and some 

other. 

Some national registers provide the national flags to the foreign shipowners. 

This practice is tipical for the shipowners of countries of European Union, that give a 

right for registration to the shipowners from partner countries. For example, 4,7 % of 

fleet working under the Italian flag, belong to the Greek and Taiwan shipowners that 

own the Evergreen Line. 

To the "international" registers belong - the Danish International Vessel 

Register(DIS) and the Norwegian International Vessel Register. These registers give 

to the registered shipowners right to choose free of nationality of crew on their ships, 

that allows to bring down running expenses on the salary of hired crew. Under the 

flag of DIS the 98,8 % of Danish fleet work. Under the flag of NIS total of 25 % of 

shipowners of different countries are registered. 

The countries of "open" register allow to register vessels to all foreign 

shipowners. These are the flags of Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Cyprus, Liberia, 

Malta, Panama of and other. Total of 90 % off of the German shipowners it is 

registered under the flag of Antigua and Barbuda. This practice allows the 

shipowners to avoid laws on taxation, operating in the country of proprietor of vessel.  

The question of opening of the second register in Ukraine is under consideration 

for a longtime already. Registration of foreign shipowners under the state flag of 

Ukraine will bring a considerable profit to the budget of country. However actual 

prospects of introduction of the second register must be examined from positions of 

reliability of the national flag of registration, given to the foreign shipowners.  
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The reliability of flag of registration, is confirmed by what list of "Paris 

Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control"(Paris MOU) - "black", "grey" 

or "white" is it. This memorandum implies regular Inspection of the Port State 

Control(PSC) to confirm that the state of vessel, its equipment and crew are in 

accordance to the requirements of international conventions, such as SOLAS, 

MARPOL, STCW, etc.  

The lists are compiled by flags, which belong to vessels calling at European 

ports, on the basis of statistical data about the member of the conducted (inspections 

number of deficiencies and number of detentions of vessels, resulted from violations, 

found by PSC). 

It should be noted that there are both national and "convenient" flags in all three 

kind of PSC lists. 

The most reliable "convenient" flags, and the flags of the second register are the 

flags that, in result of inspections got in the "white" list of Paris MOU. Such flags 

are: Singapore, Bahamas, Liberia, Bermuda, Cyprus, Marshall Islands, Gibraltar, Isle 

of Man. 

The "convenient" flags of the next states got In a "grey" list: Cook Islands, Sent 

Vincent and Grenadine. 

The "convenient" flags of the following states got in a black-list: Cambodia, 

Comoros islands, Sierra Leone, Honduras.  

The sharp increase of number of "convenient" flag countries resulted in 

appearance of new forms of competition between them in a fight for attraction 

shipowners. The first interest for shipowners is in wich list of Paris MOU the flag is. 

Reliability of flag means for shipowners, that a vessel will not be arrested in ports of 

call, and accordingly charter terms will not be broken off, that a shipowners can 

count on high charter rates and stable performance of the vessel during all period of 

work, that a shipowners will be able freight a ship in time-charter to other shipowners 

on good rates and so on. 

The national flag of Ukraine in 2011 appeared in the "black" list of the Paris 

MOU.  
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Taking into account this fact, and considering the prospects of opening of the 

second register on Ukraine, it is necessary to define the following points: 

 - what advantages before other "convenient" flags will be scored by a foreign 

shipowners, if will register the vessel under the flag of Ukraine; 

 - what types of courts can be served by a national navigable register; 

 - what age of vessel is subject to registration; 

 - what nationality of vessel’s crew can be. 

Study of these questions, will allow to define the possible number of 

shipowners, wishing to register the vessels in the second register and float under the 

flag of Ukraine, and compare possible profits from registration against expenses on 

enhancing the prestige of flag of Ukraine in the international shipping. 
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At the present time in Ukraine, the condition of industrial safety at the 

enterprises of transport of public use can be characterized as unsatisfactory. 

According to the Law of Ukraine «On transport», public transport is part of the 

unified transport system of Ukraine, which includes railway, sea, river, motor and air, 

as well as urban electrical transport, including the metro. 

 Every year in Ukraine there are thousands of severe accidents that result in a 

death of a large number of people. In many enterprises, the level of industrial injuries 

each year become more and higher, and higher, and enterprises of transport did not 

become an exception. 

The risk of adverse events (AEV) is one of the main problems of modern 

production, the main criterion for the realization of danger. To the AEV, in the first 

turn, can be attributed industrial injuries, including fatal accidents, occupational 

diseases, accidents at work, various damages and other indicators, i.e., the risk that 

entail deterioration or malfunction in the production process. 

Management production risks at the enterprises of the transport sector is a complex 

continuous process, which includes: 

- analysis and quantitative assessment of occupational risk AEV, arising in the 

workplace; 

 - development of effective management actions (strategies management of 

production risks) to reduce the high values of production risk AEV; 

 - assessment of the degree of effectiveness of conducted events for the 

reduction of the risk of the AEV. 

The strategy of management of production risks at the enterprises of the 

transport industry is warning of organizational - technical measures, the effect of 

which is aimed at reducing the production risk AEV. Data management activities are 

being developed based on the analysis of the values of production risk for the 

enterprise during the past years and taking into account the legislative requirements 

in the field of industrial safety and economic policy of the enterprise. 

To select the optimal strategy of the government to reduce the occupational risks 

of the undertaking appropriate solution of the following tasks: 
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1. Necessary because of the many possible AEV in the production select an 

adverse event with a maximum value of production risk. 

 2. Describe the mathematical relationship between the aggregate risk of the 

causes and AEV caused by these reasons. 

 3. Define a set of risk of causes which provoke the appearance of the AEV 

(«script») and from a given set of risk reasons to choose the priority. 

 4. Develop strategies for the management of industrial risks, which allow to 

minimize the maximum influence of priority risk of reasons for the production risk  

 5. Evaluating the effectiveness of strategies for management of industrial risks 

NBB at work and to choose from them the optimum. 

When modeling strategies industrial risk management at the enterprises of the 

transport industry a significant part of the information, which is used for the 

assessment and management of the production risk is fuzzy, semistructured and 

poorly documented, i.e. the choice of the optimal the strategy of management of a 

combination of strategies for management of industrial risks at the moment of time T 

is characterized by uncertainty information. 

In the event of limited possibilities of application of exact mathematical 

methods because of the lack of sufficiently accurate statistical and other information 

on the  reliability performance and technical characteristics of the object, as well as 

reliable mathematical models, which describe the actual status, the use of expert 

estimates is an effective means of solving the problems of safety at the enterprises of 

the industry. 

The use of expert estimates, suggests that while solving the problems in the 

conditions of uncertainty the opinion of the group of experts is more reliable than the 

opinion of an individual expert, i.e. two groups of equally competent experts more 

likely to give similar answers than two experts. The group consists of specialists, 

solving technical issues and specialists, competent in matters of safety. 

During the examination of using a complex mathematical apparatus of using the 

method of simple ranking, method of pairwise comparisons, dispersion  coefficient of 

consent W, which allow to take into account the opinions and assessments of all 
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experts participating in the expert examination, in pairs compare the proposed 

management strategy with the appropriation of rank-importance, and to select the 

optimal strategy from the number. 

To simplify the mathematical calculations used in the conduct of expert 

evaluation, developed a computer program Optis, programming language which is a 

Delphi 7. 

Advantages of this programming language is: 

− the opportunity to create the most various programs from the simplest 

однооконных applications to the programs of management of distributed databases; 

 − the opportunity to work in the environment of operating systems from 

Windows 98 to Windows XP; 

− the ability to develop new components and instruments of their own means of 

the Delphi; 

− high efficiency of the developed application; 

− low demands of the developed applications to computer resources; 

the speed of application development, etc. 

The program Optis allows for the examination of an operator to enter the screen 

of the program the names of experts, participating in the examination, they proposed 

management strategies, and evaluation of each strategy.  

The program automatically calculates the coefficient of coherence, intermediate 

calculations (the matrix of pairwise comparison of the result and the total of the 

matrix), and displays a management strategy in the following sequence: from the 

more priority to less. 

After this it is necessary to analyze the effectiveness of selected interventions 

aimed at reducing the risk of industrial accidents at the enterprises of transport 

branch. 

 Modeling strategies industrial risk management AEV at the enterprise is 

carried out in conditions of uncertainty, therefore, the value of production risk are 

specified interval of admissible values. 
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The lower boundary of the interval of admissible values of the production risk is 

determined on the basis of the criteria of acceptable risk  𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛. The upper limit of the 

interval of admissible values of the time 𝑇𝑘is the value of the occupational hazards of 

the AEV the time of implementation of strategy of management of 𝑃(𝐴𝑡),  selected 

experts of T (𝑇𝑘 > T). 

Strategy of management by industrial risks will be considered optimal if at the 

moment of time 𝑇𝑘 the running condition  𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑃(𝐴𝑡k) < 𝑃(𝐴𝑡). Otherwise, it is 

necessary to conduct adjustment warning of organizational-technical actions. 

Thus, the application of expert evaluation in the decision of problems of industrial 

safety at the enterprises of transport branch of Ukraine with the use of modern 

computer technologies allows us to simplify the procedure of developing and 

selection of the optimal strategies of industrial risk management with the aim of 

reducing industrial risk of AEV at the enterprise. 
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Annual growth of container traffic in the regions of Russia is about 15-20%, 

which gradually leads to excess processing capacity and the capacity of ports and in 

the long term negative impact on the efficiency of their operation. [1] Analysis of the 

dynamics seaports reveals his annual increment. There are queues at ports for 

receiving and handling, reduced the timeliness of delivery. Comparison of turnover of 

marine basins and ports for 2010-2011, presented in (Figure 1, 2). [6] Forecast 

seaports of Russia until 2030, according to the analysis made by the Concept 

Development Strategy of the sea port infrastructure in Russia, is shown in (Figure 3). 

[7]. 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of freight on sea basin in 2010, 2011. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison seaports Russia in 2010-2011 

 

Fig. 3. Forecast turnover of Russian seaports 2030 

Functional analysis of the world's major sea ports until shows that their ability to 

continue to build traffic volumes, including container, have been exhausted. This is 

mainly due to the location of sea ports in settlements, the lack of prospects for 

expanding their territories to build terminals for storage. The way out of this situation 

may be the construction of the "dry" ports. This approach can significantly increase 

the capacity and processing ability of ports.  

"Dry" ports - is the accepted international practice. For example, a sea port in 

Malaga (Spain) have in 2006 turnover of 30,000 TEU. Further development of the 

sea port to increase the area was not possible because of the location of the port in the 

village. City officials came to the decision to create a "dry" port, resulting in 

increased capacity and processing ability of a seaport, increased its turnover. 

Dynamics improve seaports Malaga is shown in (Figure 4). [5]  

The "dry" port - a collection of temporary storage, auxiliary buildings, roads and 

railways, areas outside the seaport, interconnected and port single process and an 

electronic information system to perform cargo operations with goods and temporary 

storage under customs control [2].  
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Fig. 4. Dynamics improve seaports in Malaga 

In addition to handling the "dry" port can also serve as storage, consolidation 

and packaging of goods, the customs clearance, maintenance of road and rail 

vehicles. Perform these functions in the dry port leads to a decline in the stock and 

customs clearance of goods in the ports and to liberate the port area for a more rapid 

process of unloading ships. 

The main advantages of the "dry" ports: 

• reducing the total transport costs; 

• the opportunity to realize multi-modal solutions; 

• increase the capacity of access roads; 

• acceleration of customs clearance; 

• environmental and social problems in the region. 

Currently in Russia, "dry" ports are under development. Over the last three years 

in Russia was built 5 "dry" ports. Active formation of an infrastructure of "dry" port 

requires improved methods for calculating their parameters. Since the "dry" port has 

the properties of transport and transshipment cargo complex, the work was done an 

analysis of existing methods for selecting the location of such facilities as the main 

parameter of the "dry" port. B (Table 1) [3, 4] A comparative analysis of the main 

methods of selecting the location of freight transport systems, made reference to the 

"dry" ports. 

In terms of influence on the performance of the "dry" port number of factors [8, 9], 

the most rational of the considered method is simulation. 
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Table 1 

Analysis of the methods for selecting the location of the transport and 

freight systems 
Method Accomplishments 

 
Limitations 

The 
method of the 

center of 
gravity 

Ease of calculations based on the 
estimate of the turnover and the 
time required to deliver 

Ignores the forecast of the volume of 
traffic and the cost of transport and 
accommodation cargo complex 

The 
method of 

"grid" 

Simplicity and clarity of 
calculations, accurate accounting of 
total freight costs 

Do not take into account market 
factors and topography 

Linear 
and 

Nonlinear 
Programming 

High accuracy in the presence 
of reliable baseline data, including 
in the model a wide range of 
different parameters 

The need to build a mathematical 
model, the complexity of establishing new 
or search for known dependencies between 
the parameters of the mathematical model 

Simulat
ion modeling 

Flexibility, scalability and 
visibility. No need for complex 
dependencies between the 
parameters of the simulation model 

Complexity of the construction and 
verification of the simulation model, the 
need to explore ways to build a simulation 
model using a specific language or 
software system simulation 

The 
method of 
analytic 

hierarchy 

Easy to use, using the method 
of expert estimates subjective 
nature of the result, based on 
intuition and experience of experts 

The subjective nature of the result, 
which is based on intuition and experience 
of experts 

To analyze the effectiveness and efficiency of key parameters of the "dry" port 

using the simulation is proposed to use logistics scheme (Fig. 5). 

In logistics scheme with a "dry" port, additional entries, acting as storage 

logistics element. Parameters of the storage element are interrelated with the 

parameters of logistic flows processed by the element. It is proposed to analyze the 

following parameters logistic flows (traffic). 

 
Fig. 5. The scheme of the supply chain with the "dry" port 

Route advance. Practice shows that the rational distance between the "dry" and 

the sea port is between 7 and 20 km. Each point in the selected zone is characterized 
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by certain capital and operating costs. It is necessary to consider not only the distance 

of transportation between the "dry" and sea ports, and landscape of the area and the 

proximity of "dry port" to transport communications. 

The intensity of freight. This parameter is changed by the transfer of a number 

of processing operations of maritime traffic in the "dry" port. The intensity of traffic 

depends on the bandwidth, processing power transport and cargo facilities and 

equipment, as well as their capacity. 

The uneven traffic. Depends on various factors: the volume of orders, the 

navigation period in seaports. Creation of additional capacity for the flow by entering 

into the scheme to promote the "dry" port to reduce uneven traffic and improve the 

quality of (timely) delivery. 

Geometric parameters of the port. Determine the capacity of the "dry" port and 

can be accommodated in the "dry" storage and port handling equipment and 

mechanisms specific type. 

The change in the simulation model to your selection of "dry" port allows you to 

find them this balance, affecting the total cost of construction and operation of the 

"dry" port. 
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We considered current state of school children transportation in rural areas. We 

identified the most common problems of transportation of the school children to the 

educational institutions typical for all the regions of the Russian Federation (from 
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here on - RF). With due regard to the current experience in school children 

transportation systems abroad and in RF, we singled out the alternatives for school 

children transportation, showing their main advantages and disadvantages. 

Key words: school children transportation, problems, passenger traffic, school 

bus. 

Today great attention is paid to the issues of school children transportation. The 

most successful results are achieved in the U.S.A., where the first school buses for 

mass transportation of school children to the educational institutions were introduced 

about a hundred years ago. Nowadays, the estimated number of school buses in the 

U.S.A. is about 480,000.  They belong to private transport companies which contract 

with the District Administrations for transportation along school routes. The 

management of these companies is interested in high level of technical operability 

and professionalism of its employees. According to statistics, school buses in the U.S. 

are the safest form of transport. Accidents with victims involving school buses 

happen a hundred times less than in case with conventional vehicles [1]. Each year 

800 school children die and 150 thousand are injured on the roads of the United 

States. However, only 2 per cent of cases refer to the accidents with school buses, in 

74 per cent of cases children get in an accident when going in a conventional car. 

These statistics clearly show the effectiveness of U.S. government policy in the field 

of safety of school children transportation [2, 3]. 

Analysis of the school children transportation system abroad [3-9] has shown 

that there is a lot of positive experience in the field of standards governing the design 

and production of school buses, as well as regulations governing the transportation of 

children, including road traffic regulations (RTR). Attention should be paid to the 

fact that a significant proportion of school children transportation abroad is 

performed by private carriers. Thus in the U.S., for example, private companies 

account for about 70 per cent of the volume of school children transportation. The 

remaining 30 per cent of transportation are done by contracting companies which 

make up part of SBC system (School Bus Contractor) [10].  In the United Kingdom, 

Canada and Japan, almost all school children transportation is performed by special 
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SBC transport contractors. In continental Europe, school buses in the original 

Americanized version (daily transportation of children to school and back home) are 

not sufficiently popular due to the developed and extensive system of public transport 

and also to the traditional system of education where children live in boarding 

schools. For mass outings, excursions, pioneering and scout camps standard tourist or 

shuttle buses are used. 

In Russia, the situation with the school children transportation is different from 

that abroad and leaves much to be desired. The school bus in Russia first appeared in 

the mid nineties. In 1998 GOST R 51160-98 "Buses for carrying children" took 

effect; it sets out the basic requirements for these vehicles. Although now in many 

parts of the Russian Federation according to the reported data school buses meet 

GOST R 51160-98, they still remain dangerous, as the technical requirements to them 

are inferior to foreign standards [11]. The issue of school children transportation 

began to be talked about on the turn of the XXI century; the active development of 

the system fell on 2005 when the buses for the educational institutions located in 

rural areas began to be acquired within the frames of national project "Education". 

The purpose of this program was to provide Russian school children with guaranteed 

free of charge travel to the educational institution and back home from school. All the 

allocated school buses were transferred into the ownership of the constituent 

territories (regions) of the Russian Federation, which independently distributed them 

to educational institutions. 

Analysis of the school children transportation system in the Russian Federation 

allowed to determine the following most typical for all Russian regions 

organizational and technological, legal, economic, and safety-related traffic problems 

(Fig. 1): 
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Fig. 1. Problems arising during organization of school children 

transportation in rural areas 
 

In some regions such as Volgograd, Kirov, Ivanovo and Murmansk regions, 

the Republic of Khakassia and the Republic of Alania it is possible to identify a 

number of other problems. 

These primarily include the lack of heated garages for school buses, lack of 

the equipped service and repair stations, first-aid posts which would provide pre-

trip medical check-up of the drivers, the lack of pre-trip technical inspections of 

buses. 

Insufficient quantity and poor technical condition of buses, steady rise of 

prices on fuels and lubricants and as a result the shortage of funds to purchase 
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them, as well as a number of organizational problems – all these lead to the fact 

that pupils are late to the beginning of lessons. This adversely affects the quality of 

education and in some cases leads to inaccessibility of education, thereby violating 

Article 43 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation. In addition, this situation 

gives rise to social problems, in particular, the low level of education of rural 

school children and as a consequence – their inability to compete with the urban 

school children. Parents with children are moving to cities in order to ensure the 

higher level of education to their children, the villages remain abandoned and then 

disappear. [12, 13, 14]. 

All the above-mentioned reveals the inefficiency of the existing system of 

school children transportation, and in order to be improved it requires a number of 

urgent measures. 

First of all, it is timely allocation of reasonable and sufficient amounts of 

money to finance the rural school children transportation to educational 

institutions. 

Secondly, to ensure high level of government regulation of the road transport 

activities (creation of an effective system of accounting and control over the 

condition of buses, roads, drivers, etc.) in the field of school children 

transportation. 

Thirdly, it is the creation of an efficient legal base and legislative framework 

in the field of school children transportation. 

The problems should be solved not so much by means of cost reduction of 

school children transportation organization, as by creation of safe and high-quality 

school children transportation system. It requires elaboration of basic directions 

(priorities) of development of the system. 
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In particular, these are the main priorities: 

to provide carriers with modern, high-quality, comfortable and safe specialized 

school buses of various capacities and cross-country abilities, which would meet the 

transportation conditions, anthropometric and physiological parameters of pupils; 

to establish efficient monitoring over the school children transportation system 

(in particular, questionnaire survey of the service consumers, in our case of the 

pupils, their parents and those who provide such services – transportation organizers 

[15]); 

to construct new hard surface paved roads, to upgrade and maintain the existing 

roads. 

Taking into account national and foreign experience, the development of the 

school children transportation is seen as shown in fig. 2 below. 

As can be seen from figure 2, the existing school children transportation system 

S1 (in terms of providing high level of safety and comfort) is not the most successful. 

It is reasonable to implement its improved version which would be system S2 – it 

would help address a number of organizational and technological problems, and 

would enable carriers and not the teaching staff of the educational institutions to 

organize the transportation process. 

In areas and regions where there are no Passenger Transport Companies it is 

reasonable to implement system S1, or to attract private carriers S3; it would 

certainly increase the costs, but it would also have a positive impact on the quality of 

services provided. 

Today it is impossible to completely switch to system S2, but leaving system S1 

is also not advisable. Therefore, it is necessary to implement a reasonable 

combination of different transportation systems at the national level, since each of 

them has certain advantages. In other words, it is necessary to elaborate a method 

which would allow us to determine the most efficient school children transportation 

system or a reasonable combination thereof considering geographical, climatic, 

economic, social and other conditions of a particular area or region. 
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Fig. 2. Possible school children transportation systems, their advantages 

and disadvantages 

Today, such algorithm is being elaborated at the Automobile Transport 

Department of Volgograd Technical University, and its implementation would allow 

the regions of the Russian Federation to choose the most efficient school children 

transportation system already at its design stage. 
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Design of the test bench for resource testing of the elements of the automobile 

hydraulic brake drive with ABS is offered. Technique of tests on the test bench is 

presented. 

Key words: automobile, brake system, anti-lock brake system, test, resource 

The use of automated brake systems on the automobiles becomes a common 

phenomenon in recent years. Only the cheapest models of the automobiles have no 

anti-lock braking system in the brake drive. The positive effect of automating the 

process of the emergency braking is well-known and it is confirmed by decades of 

automobile maintenance. 
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Nevertheless, the automated brake systems have not only advantages. These 

systems are more complex in construction than conventional ones and the mode of 

operation of their elements essentially differs in values of speeds, accelerations, 

amplitudes of movements etc. Consequently, when designing new automobile models 

or their brake system elements it is necessary to consider the possibility of operating 

in conditions when the ABS is functioning. 

The investigation of operational factors influence on the durability of the master 

and  the wheel brake cylinders of automobiles with automated brake system is carried 

out on the department of “Automobile technical maintenance and repair” in 

Volgograd State Technical University [1, 2]. The most important stage of this 

investigation is the development of technique and means of brake cylinders resource 

tests in a mode of ABS functioning. 

Characteristics of the automobile brake cylinders durability should correspond 

to the requirements of GOST R 52431-2005 [3] in Russia. This standard establishes 

types of brake cylinders tests, technique of their carrying out, value of tests 

parameters, regulatory requirements, and also contains recommended schemes of the 

testing equipment.  

Functioning of the majority of ABS widespread models is characterized by 

cyclic pressure variation in the brake system throughout the emergency braking. 

Consequently, it is necessary to carry out the brake cylinders resource tests in the 

conditions of cyclic loading.  

Such tests are provided for, among others, by the presented normative 

document. At the same time, the carried-out comparisons show that GOST 

requirements correspond only to working conditions of brake cylinders in case of 

pump braking application by a driver. But for the automated brake systems 

essentially other values of parameters are characteristic. First of all, it is by an order 

increasing frequency of working medium pressure variation, and also other form of 

pressure dependence from braking time, and essentially other nature of elements 

interaction in the system «driver foot – brake pedal» [4]. The analysis of ABS 

working process characteristics, received at over-the-road tests, allowed to develop a 
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recommended mode of the brake cylinders resource tests of automobiles with ABS 

which parameters in comparison to a mode, established by GOST, are presented in 

table (tab.1) on an example of the brake master cylinder (BMC).  

Table 1 

Parameters of the brake master cylinder tests in accordance with  

GOST R 52431-2005 and characteristics of ABS working process  

Parameters 
Values of parameters 

GOST R 
52431-2005 

for the most  
widespread ABS 

1. Frequency of 
loading 

30 – 60 cycles per 
min. 

(0,5 – 1 Hz) 
2 – 25 Hz 

2. Amplitude of 
BMC pistons movements 

not less than 2/3 
from  

a full movement 
(at average ≈ 8 – 10 

mm) 

1 – 3 mm 

3. System pressure 
variation 0 – 7 MPa 0 – 12 MPa 

 

Besides the values of tests parameters, it is substantial that all designs of the test 

equipment, both recommended GOST and found in the course of patent search, 

assume loading of the brake master cylinder by mechanical impact on its pistons. At 

the same time pressure fluctuations during the ABS operation are caused by the 

influence from a brake drive. Thus, there was made a decision on creation of a new 

original design of the test bench for brake cylinders resource testing of the 

automobiles with ABS [5].   

The developed test bench contains the hydromechanical pressure modulator 

which provides required frequency of working medium pressure in system. Unlike 

the automobile ABS modulator with electronic control, the modulator of the test 

bench allows to carry out long term tests. Adequacy of loading conditions of tested 

brake master cylinder on the test bench to real service conditions is provided with 

application of elastic-damping element that simulates the driver influence on a brake 

pedal. Characteristics of this element were defined during special research. In order 
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to control the change of the elements work parameters during the tests in a hydraulic 

drive, in close proximity to brake cylinders, pressure sensors are built in. This sensors 

are connected through the A/D converter to the computer. The use of standard 

elements of automobile brake system at the test bench allows to approach test 

conditions to real operation as much as possible.  

The prototype of the test bench for resource tests of the brake system elements 

of automobile «LADA» is completely assembled now (fig. 1). The first series of tests 

proved the accepted technical solutions and compliance of laboratory conditions to 

real operation conditions of studied objects. 

The technique of tests on the created test bench includes a preparatory stage, 

resource tests and a final stage.  

 
Fig. 1. General view of the test bench for brake cylinders resource tests 

of the automobile with ABS 
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Before providing the resource tests a disassembling of the master and the wheel 

brake cylinders is performed. Then compliance of parameters of the brake cylinders 

elements to their standard values is estimated. After that an assembly of the brake 

cylinders is performed. Then brake cylinders are installed on the test bench and the 

resource tests are carried out. After completion of the tests brake cylinders are 

dismounted from the test bench. At the final stage a disassembling of the cylinders is 

performed in order to identify the reasons of the limiting condition occurrence. The 

same operations, as at the preparatory stage, are realized for this purpose.  

Tests on the offered test bench allow to assess various designs of brake cylinders 

as suitable for work in the automated brake systems. The developed technique also 

can be applied in the monitoring system of production quality. 

The done work allowed to draw the following conclusions:  

1) for an assessment of the brake cylinders durability of the automobiles 

equipped with automated brake systems, it is necessary to carry out the resource tests 

in the conditions of cyclic change of loading with parameters, on an order differing 

from established by existing normative document;  

2) the developed design of the test bench and a technique of carrying out the 

resource tests allow to estimate the extent of the ABS working process influence on 

the resource of brake cylinders. On the basis of that can be made decisions on design 

modernization or change of technical maintenance modes. 
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In this report we describe a way to transfer the diesel engine on gas-diesel mode 

through the use of renewable energy sources. 

Keywords: gas-diesel engine, methane, energy efficiency, environmental. 

Questions to save energy around the world become more and more important 

task, which is inextricably linked to the desire to improve the environmental 

situation. Address these issues is a priority for the developing economy of the 

Russian Federation. However, the major challenge is to increase the efficiency of 

services provided to the public transport companies. It's no secret that one of the 

major cost items of the carrier is the cost of fuel and the desire to reduce the cost of 

data leads to better business economics. In this regard, the use of cheaper fuels in the 
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diesel engine is an important task of any carrier and use of methane in the diesel 

engine as a primary fuel, greatly reduce the cost of fuel. 

Gas-diesel engine is a diesel engine, additionally equipped with a gas supply 

system, starting and idling by diesel fuel, and after preliminary operations - in a 

mixture of gas (methane) and diesel fuel. 

Methane is a renewable source of energy, and using it as fuel will reduce the 

need for diesel fuel, which is a mixture of products straight distillation of crude oil. 

Translation of the diesel engine to methane without changing its design parameters, 

namely the degree of compression is not possible because of the powers of the 

existing diesel engine compression ratio (20-25), the process of inflammation, and 

there is no need to install spark plugs. But the application of an external source of 

ignition at compression ratios will cause knock. The output in this situation is either a 

reduction in the degree of compression or transfer to gas-diesel engine operation. 

Way to spark ignition dose of diesel fuel mixture of air and methane is the best. 

To carry out this process, you must modify the regular diesel engine nozzle for 

injecting compressed methane. During the compression glow injected dose of diesel 

fuel, which is the minimum to ignite the torch, which in turn ignites the air-methane 

mixture. You also need to equip vehicles with gearbox for low pressure and 

capacities for methane. In the interior of the vehicle is set analyzer for methane 

detection and alarm system in the panel driver to the valve to stop the flow of gas. 

Thus converted to run on gas can be almost any diesel engine. 

The advantage of gas diesel to gas engine is the versatility of use (with no gas 

engine can run on diesel), and the use of gas-diesel cycle significantly reduces 

emissions of soot. 

The following table 1, which shows that the emission of harmful substances 

such as (nitric oxide) NOX, soot, particulate matter in the gas-diesel mode is lower 

than in diesel. 
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Table 1 

Emissions of harmful substances 

 Diesel mode Gas-diesel mode 
Amount of diesel fuel, % 100 20-30 
Specific fuel 

consumption, g/kW·h 295 301 

Hydrocarbons (except 
methane), g/kW·h 0,70 0,82 

NOX, g/kW·h 6,55 4,10 
СО, g/kW·h 4,54 6,99 
СН4, g/kW·h - 1,61 
solid particles, g/kW·h 0,46 0,16 
soot, g/kW·h 0,42 0,12 

This work has allowed to calculate the parameters of injection diesel and gas 

engine, calculated the pressure and temperature of each cycle of the process of the 

engine, determine the optimum ratio of gas, diesel fuel and air for optimum 

combustion. Work to prepare for testing on the basis of the Volga Convoys № 1732. 
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Public transport services must protect the life and health of passengers and the 

environment. Estimation of the urban route network reveals deficiencies in the 

operation of public transport and its negative consequences. 

Key words: flight network, bus transport of passengers, register the route 

network, the route network density coefficient and the coefficient of combination of 

routing, traffic accidents, urban transport, regional transport, the private carrier, 

city carrier. 

System of urban public transport of passengers Volzhsky evolved since 1998 in 

connection with the transportation of passengers by taxi. By 2011, the number of 

urban routes increased from 20 up to 53, and from 19 suburban and to 53 by private 

carriers. Often a number of private route following the route of the municipal 

convoys MUP WAC-1732.For indicators of the route network and security of 

residents of public transport was the division of the city into 4 compact formation 

(zone).  
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the territory of Volzhsky in the zones 

Indicator of the service territory of the transport route, is the density of the route 

network Kn. This figure is determined by the ratio of the total length of all streets and 

roads in the area or city, involving routes ld to surface area or city. The density of the 

route network in major cities should be in the range 2 ... 2.5 km/km2 that provides the 

shortest distance approach to the stations and the minimum time required to 

approach. 

Analysis of the accident showed that the number of road accidents involving 

buses "Gazelle" in all the major streets of the city from 1998 to 2011 increased from 

11 to 47 cases, and for municipal buses and super large capacity dynamics increase 

the number of accidents there. A large number of public transport leads to improved 

quality of service, particularly through more effective use of seats in public transport. 

The relevance is the question of preservation of the public transport with buses 

and super large capacity, as is done in most countries of the world. Rating for 

passenger traffic showed that their value to the city's main bus routes to use and super 

large capacity. On the main route number 14 passenger share split equally between 

municipal and private carriers [3]. 

The problem of forming the optimal route network is the lack of criteria for 

evaluation of parameters. Development of standards will allow the city administration 

- customer passenger set limit the number of routes on the road network, and thus 

relieve the road. The end result - improving the quality of passenger services. 

Analysis of the organization's route network has shown that a large number of taxis 

operating in parallel with the municipal transport, led to a significant increase in 

traffic accidents and environmental degradation in the city. In addition, the reduced 

coefficients (parameters route network) suggest the need to improve and optimize 

routes in Volzhsky by increasing bus and super large capacity and reduce the 13-

seater minibuses. The end result - improving the quality of passenger services.  
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Introduction.  

Insufficient security of rent forests with a demanded transport network 

continues to remain one of key problems of a modern forest complex of Russia [7, 8]. 

The solution of this question is the major stage in the program of work of the modern 

enterprise. According to the existing forest legislation [9] enterprise has to have the 

plan of development of the forests for ten-year term, and drawing up such plan is 

impossible without development of an optimum transport network of forest roads. 

Without the full accounting of local conditions drawing up the similar plan is 

represented improbable. 

One of factors which as much as possible has impact on forest roads, the 

climate is. The considerable part of forest raw bases of the logging enterprises settles 

down in territories with adverse soil and hydrological and climatic conditions that 

results in seasonality on logging and wood removal. Abnormal fluctuations of climate 

cause considerable breaks in work of the enterprises which are connected with late 

approach of the frosty period or plentiful snow. Abnormally hot summer leads to 

increase in number of forest fires prevention and fight with which also lays down on 

shoulders of tenants. 
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Basic provisions of the organization of transport development of forests taking 

into account climatic factors. 

Transport and technological processes are made open-air, being under direct 

influence of all climatic factors and the weather phenomena. The climate and weather 

significantly influence as a condition of riding surfaces on which cars, and on knots, 

units, systems of cars, and also on an emotional and psychological condition of the 

driver move. Besides, weather and climate set not only seasonal changes of the object 

of the wood, but also conditions of logging and the transport process defining its 

safety and efficiency. To organize transport and technological processes so that to 

provide effective and safe implementation of all operations in different climatic 

conditions, it is necessary to understand and estimate these influences and 

dependences. 

At the heart of the theory of the organization of logging and transport processes 

taking into account influence of climate the qualitative and quantitative description of 

essence and regularities of change of parameters and characteristics of these 

processes is. Using methodology of system approach, the block diagram of system 

can be submitted in the form of the following subsystems: "Environment" - "The 

operator (driver)" - "Truck" - "Riding surface" (fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of system. 

 

 

Environment 

 

Truck 

 

Riding surface 
 

The operator (driver) 
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Feature of influence of weather and climatic factors on functioning of 

considered system is that one part of meteorological elements at the same time 

influences everything or some subsystems, and another only some subsystems. 

The greatest impact of meteorological factors on functioning of system is 

carried out through perception by the operator of a condition of a riding surface and 

through car interaction with a riding surface as to protect it from direct influence of 

meteorological factors it isn't possible.  

Respectively, it is possible to allocate the following indicators of quality of a 

riding surface:  

• resistance to car movement;  

• coupling coefficient;  

• flatness of a surface;  

• damageability of a surface;  

• meteorological visibility. 

In the late seventies on chair of land transport of the wood of the Leningrad 

Forest Academy under the leadership of professor B. A.Ilyin the research works 

directed on development of applied aspects of logging meteorology [1] began. 

Development and justification of technologies of transport works which allow to 

consider as much as possible were the main objective of these researches and 

effectively to use region weather climatic conditions, and also to reduce damage from 

the dangerous meteorological phenomena. 

As a result of the initial analysis it was found out that climatic factors have the 

greatest impact on transport process which first of all and defines seasonality of 

logging. In turn, in transport process on weather and climate the technological forest 

roads which working capacity is defined, first of all, by humidity of soil and its 

module of deformation are the most dependent. 

At creation of system of optimization of forest transport processes of 

development of forests taking into account influence of climatic factors it is most 

expedient to begin with zoning of the territory of forest raw base and forest transport 

ways taking into account seasonality. Thus it is necessary to consider not only the 
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demands made to transport, but also to take into account features of logging [6], for 

providing a continuity of a chain "logging – forest transport". 

 

Basic principles of zoning of forests. 

As the basic principles of the integrated zoning of forests at their transport 

development it is possible to specify the following: 

• fragmentation of forest area by absolute obstacles in the form of the tracks 

which haven't been equipped with moving, strings of pipelines, security zones, etc.; 

• allocation of zones of the unconditional winter removal determined by 

obstacles, surmountable only during the winter period. It is possible to carry the large 

rivers crossing forest area on which there are no crossings of year-round action, 

extended bogs and lakes to that; 

• allocation of zones of seasonal removal. 

It is most expedient to make allocation of zones of seasonal removal depending 

on bearing ability of forest soil or soil and hydrological conditions as this parameter 

is most subject to seasonal fluctuations within a year. 

As it was already mentioned, seasonal zoning of transport availability should 

be coordinated to seasonal planning of logging works [12], thereby there is a 

possibility of close synchronization of preparation and wood removal that allows to 

provide more rhythmical supply of forest products to the enterprise and to reduce 

losses from long storage of wood on forest terminals [13]. 

Having taken as a basis dependence on bearing ability of forest soil [12], it is 

possible to allocate four zones of seasonal transport availability on soil and soil 

conditions: 

I. only winter removal of forest products; 

II. removal during the winter and flight period; 

III. removal during the winter and aestivo-autumnal period; 

IV. year-round removal. 

During the spring period it is most expedient to conduct removal on roads of 

year-round action or to work from the stocks which collected on terminals at roads 
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with a firm covering and have been saved up during winter preparation as such wood 

is less subject to damage and decrease in quality. 

On seasonal transport availability it is more preferable to conduct territorial 

zoning to all rent area to make the plan of development for all term of rent. 

Thus, at statement of the mentioned problem of optimization of transport 

development it is necessary to lean on the next key moments. 

The period of planning makes 10 years. It is a time interval it is caused by 

term of transition of classes of age for the deciduous and mixed forest stands.  At 

mainly coniferous forest stands this time interval should be increased till 20 years.  

The iterative step when planning is equal to 1 month. This value is most 

expedient for planned reasons. 

Forest area is considered as fragmented. Now, in the territory of the 

European part of the Russian Federation and, in particular, in the North West 

practically didn't remain the forests which transport development can be conducted in 

the classical "pioneer" way. Especially it should be considered to the medium-sized 

and small enterprises which forest raw bases consist of a set the small timberland 

often located at considerable distance from each other. 

Besides, the territory of rent forests which is subject to transport development, 

can be divided by insuperable or seasonally surmountable obstacles. Lines of the 

railroads which haven't been equipped with automobile moving the large rivers on 

which I am absent constantly operating crossings, etc. can act as those. 

For bases the project of a transport network received as a result of creation of 

the plan of development of the woods, with put both existing, and the planned forest 

roads is put.  

By the present moment a large number of techniques and the mathematical 

models, allowing to define rational distance between forest roads is developed, their 

arrangement on concrete sites of the district and calculation of road designs, however 

remains a problem of a choice of sequence of construction of this or that site, 

establishment of rational terms of operation of forest transport ways. 
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Knots of a transport network are the forest terminals organized at 

highways and minor roads. Now there is a large number of techniques of optimum 

placement of transport ways at the level of cutting areas. Forest terminals, as a rule, 

take place at the level of quarters. Besides, it will allow to reduce dimension of a 

considered task considerably. 

As components of a transport network minor roads of year-round and 

seasonal action, the highway and a public road are considered. Inclusion in the 

settlement scheme (fig. 3) of public roads is caused, on the one hand, by crushing of 

forest raw bases when public roads act as the only binding highway. On the other 

hand, it is caused by legislative restrictions on the heavy-load forest trucks, accepted 

at legislative level recently and with significant increase in a share of automobile 

transportations of wood, in comparison with rail transportation. 

The transport network is "pulsing". As roads of seasonal action are included 

in structure of a transport network and the part of the timberland can be cut off from 

the main massif, in some settlement months (summer) the network will be reduced or, 

on the contrary to increase (winter). 

"Weight" of the road is defined by costs of the transportation, consisting 

from road, transport and climatic components. Inclusion of a climatic component 

in structure of expenses will allow to prove economically terms of functioning of this 

or that site of a road network and by that to achieve year-round development of rent 

forests. 

The accounting of high-speed parameters in system of optimization of transport 

development of the woods 

Experience of previous years shows that design of a production and sufficient 

transport network remains the major problem standing before both again projected, 

and the existing enterprises of a forest complex. The last years can be characterized 

as the periods with abnormal climatic parameters. The hot summer, late winter with 

plentiful snow cover showed that lumberers can become hostages of an undeveloped 

transport network if they don't possess the tool, allowing to predict a condition of 

forest roads. The system of the accounting of climatic factors at development of 
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forest fund of the enterprise can become such tool. As one of universal input 

parameters of this system it is possible to consider the speed of movement of the 

forest truck. 

Speed of movement of the timber carrying vessel [14, 15] can act as the central 

indicator of a condition of the highway and to be used as criterion in systems of 

optimization of forest transport processes at development of rent forests. 

In a basis of an offered technique research of these waybills of the forest road 

trains operated in "JSC LPK Kipelovo" (Vologda region) for 2007-09 was necessary. 

As a source of meteodata records of a local meteorological station (atmospheric 

pressure, humidity of air, an amount of precipitation, wind speed, average daily air 

temperature) and the key climatic parameters across the Vologda region (to albedo, 

the average temperature of the soil) [20, 21] were used. 

 
Fig. 2. Average speeds of movement at group forest trucks 1 and 2. 

 
Fig. 3. Change of average speed of forest trucks of 1 group within a year. 
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Fig. 4. Change of average speed of forest trucks of 2 groups within a year 

 

Table 1. 

Results of the correlation analysis between the average speed of the main timber 

carrying vessel and climatic factors. 

Factor 

Value of coefficient of correlation 

(significance value) 

Forest trucks  

of 1 group 

Forest trucks  

of 2 group 

Albedo, % -0,4627 (0,0000) -0,2319 (0,0000) 

Humidity of air, % -0,1388 (0,0065) -0,0951 (0,0402) 

Atmospheric pressure, mm of mercury -0,0243 (0,6349) 0,1307 (0,0047) 

Road type -0,2143 (0,0000) -0,1269 (0,0061) 

Average temperature of the soil, С 0,4653 (0,0000) 0,3036 (0,0000) 

Average air temperature, С 0,3000 (0,0000) 0,1950 (0,0000) 

Amount of precipitation, mm -0,0059 (0,9084) -0,0443 (0,3395) 

Speed of a wind, m/s -0,0715 (0,1624) -0,1006 (0,0299) 

 

Studied forest trucks were divided into two groups: "1 group" (on the basis of 

"MAZ" cars) and "the 2nd group" (on the basis of "Urals" cars). Roads were broken 
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into the following categories: 1 – main roads of year-round action; 2 – minor roads of 

summer action; 3 – minor roads of winter action. 

By means of the correlation analysis the factors having the strongest impact on 

average speed of movement were chosen. That treat (table 1): time factor, category of 

the road, surface albedo, average temperature of the soil and average air temperature. 

Based on results of the carried-out analysis, it is possible to draw the following 

conclusions on influence of the specified climatic factors on the average speed of 

movement: 

1). It is expedient to consider separately models for forest trucks of the 1st 

group and the 2nd group. In fig. 2 the gap between average speeds of the specified 

groups of forest trucks is distinctly observed; 

2). Steady growth of average speed of movement for forest trucks of 1 group is 

observed during the warm period of year (from May to September), with considerable 

recession during the autumn period and small growth in winter months (fig. 3); 

3). For forest trucks of 2 groups rather stable average speed of movement 

during the period from November to February, with considerable recession in April 

and a small gain in summer months (fig. 4) is observed; 

4). Forest trucks of 1 group tend to decrease in average speed of movement 

depending on simplification of a road design whereas for forest trucks of 2 groups of 

speed of movement on highways and winter minor roads differ poorly, and noticeable 

decrease in average speed is clearly visible for minor roads of summer action; 

5). With growth of average temperature of the soil the average speed of forest 

trucks of 1 group increases more intensively, than at group 2 forest trucks at which, in 

turn, recession of average speed is clearly visible at temperatures close to 0C; 

6). At group 1 forest trucks with growth 23 to % albedo average speed also 

increases, however with the subsequent increase in albedo average speed decreases; 

7). At forest trucks of group 2 the similar picture is observed, however at the 

albedo equal to 40% well noticeable recession of average speed is visible; 

8). With growth of average the air temperature, average speed of forest trucks 

of group 1 changes a little, however, upon transition to the positive range of 
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temperatures, jump of average value of speed is well noticeable that, is obvious, 

connected with change of coupling of the car with a road surface; 

9). With growth of average air temperature, in the minus range of temperatures, 

the average speed of forest trucks of group 2 gradually decreases. Upon transition 

through 0C the gradual growth of average speed of forest trucks is observed. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Change of average speed of forest road trains 1 and 2nd of groups 

within a year. 

 

At the following stage of researches the equations, describing influence of 

climatic factors were received. 

• for group 1 (13) forest trucks: 
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• for group 2 (14) forest trucks: 
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where a – albedo of a surface, %; kд – the coefficient considering category of the road 

(1,0 – highways; 2,0 – summer minor roads; 3,0 – winter minor roads); tп – the 

average temperature of the soil, degrees Celsius; tв – the average air temperature, 

degrees Celsius. 

Having based on the equation (13), (14) and help average monthly values of 

albedo, average air temperature and the soil for the initial region of the Vologda 

region, the schedule (fig. 5) displaying change of average speed of forest road trains 1 

and 2nd of groups within a year was constructed. On graphics the gap between the 

speed of movement on the highway and branches is distinctly observed. Decrease in 

average speed of road trains in the period of an autumn and spring impassability of 

roads, and also a speed maximum during the summer period is clearly visible. 

 

Conclusions 

At the heart of the theory of the organization of transport processes taking into 

account influence of climate the qualitative and quantitative description of essence 

and regularities of change of parameters and characteristics of the transport processes 

happening under the influence of climatic factors has to lie. 

The greatest impact of meteorological factors on functioning of transport system 

is carried out through car interaction with a riding surface. On weather and climate 

the technological forest roads which working capacity is defined by humidity of soil 

and its module of deformation are the most dependent. 

For increase of overall performance of forest dirt roads, knowledge of 

regularities of change of humidity of soil, their water and thermal mode are necessary 

for the rational organization of all forest transport process. Statistical processing of 

materials of supervision over humidity of soil in various climatic zones and weather 

conditions will allow to determine consistent pattern of change of stocks of moisture 

in a year. 

Seasonal zoning of transport availability of rent forests should be coordinated to 

seasonal planning of logging, thereby there is a possibility of close synchronization of 

preparation and wood removal. 
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Speed of movement of the timber carrying vessel can be used as criterion in 

systems of optimization of forest transport processes at development of rent forests 

and act as the central indicator of a condition of the forest road. 

It is expedient to consider the differentiated models of taking note of climatic 

factors on the average speed of movement of the timber carrying vessel, depending 

on its group and category of the forest road. 

At creation of systems of optimization of transport development of forests, it is 

necessary to consider influence of climatic factors through the average speed of 

movement of road trains, comparing it from the standard road established for this site. 

It gives the chance to judge a condition of a road design and will allow to remove the 

forest road from operation in due time. 
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Introduction 

In a market economy, one of the most important factors of competitiveness is an 

effective distribution system. Problems of transport and logistics center in Russia 

(regional uneven distribution of transport and logistics infrastructure, inadequate 

level of organization of interaction between different modes of transport, etc.) lead to 

the fact that the level of costs that have to bear the company, not to be compared with 

similar costs in Europe and in the U.S. According to official statistics in Russia 

transport costs amount to 20% compared with 7-8% in developed market economies, 

a critical impact on the competitiveness of  Russian products. Modern solution to 

improve the efficiency of product distribution is the organization of delivery of 

products with the LC. The current state of the regional market of transportation and 

logistics services in Russia is characterized by imbalance between the increasing 

demand for logistics services and a lack of logistical capacity needed to implement 

them. Analysis of domestic experience in forming a network of transport and logistics 

centers has shown that there is a lack of national railway transshipment terminals in 

the regions where there is a construction of logistics centers by private companies. 

Currently there is no universal method that takes into account the differences in 
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socio-economic development of different regions of the choice of site for the 

transport and logistics infrastructure. When designing the new logistics facilities 

should immediately consider a number of factors, the objective assessment which, in 

our opinion, not only creates the conditions for minimizing the costs of investors, but 

also increases the competitiveness of companies - owners of logistics facilities. 

Learning basic approaches extracting factors in demand for transport and logistics 

services, and conducted statistical analysis allowed to identify the most significant 

groups of factors that influence the decision to deploy logistics facilities :  

• Socio-economic: population, per capita income, gross regional product, 

industrial production and retail sales, imports and exports;  

•  Infrastructure and geographical factors: the density of roads and railways, the 

availability of transport corridors in the region, belonging to a climatic zone; 

• Factors of transport in the region: the volume of goods transport by road and 

rail, the volume of transport services per capita. 

On the basis of the system of external factors logistics center is proposed to 

evaluate the competitiveness of the region by calculating the "integrated assessment 

of the region". Integrated assessment of the attractiveness in the region – its a 

measure of the effectiveness an accommodation in the region element transport and 

logistics infrastructure, which allows to take into account the effect of the identified 

factors. 

The developed technique to choice a place of seating on the logistic center, 

includes the following stages: 

1 stage: obtain an estimate of a single factor for the j-th region by statistical 

analysis of the "pattern" and the determination of weighting coefficients for each 

factor analysis by method hierarchy. 

Obtain an estimate of the j-th region by the i-th factor is given by 

maxx
x

t ij
ij = ,        (1) 

where is хij - actual value of the i-th factor for the j-th region; 

хmax – max value i-th factor; 
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tij – private score j-th region of the i-th factor.   

Since each factor in varying degrees affects the choice of site for a logistics 

center and the effectiveness of its work in the future, in the first stage, the weighting 

of each factor analytic hierarchy (MAI). 

2 stage: obtain an estimate of the j-th region in view of the weights for each of 

the factors: socio-economical (Ωэк), infrastructural and geographical (Ωинф) factors 

and indicators of the region's transport (Ωтр) by the formula 

∑
=

⋅=Ω
n

i
iij Xt

1
,         (2) 

where is tij  – integral evaluation i-th index of each group of factors for the j-th region  

Хi – weighting factor i-th index.  

3 stage: definition of consolidated ratios of each group of factors Ксэ, Ктр, Кинф 

by the formula 

minmax

max1
Ω−Ω
Ω−Ω

−= эк
jК ,       (3) 

where is jK - consolidated ratio of each group of factors for the j-th region (Ксэ, 

Ктр, Кинф); 

Ωmax, Ωmin – respectively, the maximum and minimum values of the estimate j-

th region for this group of factors. 

4 stage: definition of an integrated assessment of the attractiveness of the region 

by the formula  

3

)()()( 222 j
инф

j
тр

j
эк KKК

s
++

= ,       (4) 

where is s- integrated assessment of the attractiveness of the region. 

That the value «s» is higher, then the more competitive regions for its territory 

logistics center.  

The decision to place a logistics center in comparing the values of the coefficients of 

consolidated accepted if the condition expressed in the form of inequality. 

,
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where is ср
сэ

ср
инф КК , и ср

трК  - average consolidated ratios, respectively, groups of 

infrastructure, socio-economic factors and indices of transport in the region.  

With the developed method were calculated integrated assessments of Russian 

regions. To measure the factors used data from the State Statistics of Russia. 

Distribution of regions depending on the consolidated ratios shown on pic.1. 

 
Pic. 1. Distribution of Russian regions by the largest consolidated 

coefficients 

To determine the specific location of the regional logistics centers, approbation 

of the developed technique at the municipal level by the example of the Urals Federal 

District (UFD). 

Calculation of integrated assessment appeal was made for cities with the largest 

population (of 26 cities). According to calculations, the following scheme of regional 

logistics placement cents in the Urals Federal District, coated with a transport 

communications (pic. 2). 
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Pic. 2. The layout of logistics centers in the Urals Federal District 

On the territory of Ekaterinburg, as the administrative center of the district, as 

well as having the highest value of an integrated assessment calculated to efficiently 

create an international logistics center. Regional logistics centers should be located in 

the cities of Chelyabinsk and Tyumen. Local logistics centers are estimated to be 

created in the city of Magnitogorsk, Surgut, Nizhnevartovsk, Nizhny Tagil, Kurgan, 

Noyabrsk and New Urengoy. 

Conclusion 

Regional imbalances of supply and demand in the market of transport and 

logistics services lead to problems in the distribution system. For more effective 

promotion of traffic necessary to create a network of transport and logistics centers. 

A study of the existing methods of logistics capacity and practical experience 

revealed that there is currently no need for scientific and methodological basis of 

formation of effective transport and logistics infrastructure in a competitive 

interaction between different modes of transport, taking into account the differences 

in socio-economic development of certain regions of the country. 

Analysis of the main factors in demand for transportation and logistics services, 

and investment potential of the region allowed us to determine the system of factors 

that influence the decision to deploy logistics facilities. 
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On the basis of the system of external factors logistics center is proposed to 

evaluate the competitiveness of the region by calculating the integrated assessment of 

the attractiveness of the region. 

The proposed methodology of integrated assessment attractiveness of the region 

to accommodate the logistics center, based on the identified socio-economic and 

infrastructural factors and indicators of transport work is applicable to a variety of 

administrative and territorial levels, both at the district level (regions of Russia), and 

at the level of municipalities. This technique can be recommended for use in the 

preparation of national programs for the development of transport and logistics 

infrastructure in the regions, as well as large companies when making decisions to 

invest in the development of the logistics industry. 
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